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Ahstract 

The measurement of the diflerence of the h.ansmit and receive delays of the signals in  a %o- 
Way Satellite Time and Frrequency Transfer ('IWSTFT) earth station is crucial for its nanosecond 
time transfer capability. Also, the monitorin8 of the change of this delay difference with time, 
temperature, humidity, or barometric pressure is important for improving the TWSTFT capabilities. 

An automnted system for this purpose has been developed from the initial design at NMi-VSL. 
It calibrates separately the transmit and receive delays in cables, amplifiers, upconverters, and 
downconverters, and antenna feeds. the obtained results can be applied as corrections to the 
TIVSTFT measurement, when, before and afrer a measurement session, a calibration session is 
performed. Preliminary results obtained at NMi-VSL will be shown. Also, if available, the results 
of a manual version of the system that is planrred to be circulated in September 1994 together with 
a USNO portable station on a calibration trip to European TWSTFT earth staions. 

1. Introduction 

The Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer (TWSTFT) method (Fig. I) is used to 
compare two clocks or time scales which are often located at great distances from each other. 
The time scale events, normally the 1 pulse per second (lpps) signals, are simultaneously 
transmitted to the other clock by means of a transmission link through a satellite, normally 
a geostationary communication satellite. The delays in troposphere, ionosphere, satellite 
transponder and earth station equipment cancel in first order, the Sagnac correction can be 
calculated. The  biggest source of asymmetry error is the sum of the transmit and receive 
equipment delay differences of the earth stations involved. For ahsoiute time scale difference 
determination this sum has to he calibrated to the required uncertainty. 

One method to accomplish this is to co-locate the two earth stations and d o  TWSTFT using 
a common clock. 



If this i u  not feasible, a third earth station is sub5equent co-located with both stations, and the 
relative delay difference of each of the two stations is calculated. 

A third method is the separate measurement (calibration) at  each earth station of the absolote 
transmit delay and the receive delay by using a special modified translator o r  Satellite Simulator 
in front of the antenna and some additional equipment. The required sum of the differences 
can then be calculated. This method was first described by De  Jong (1989). 

This paper addresses further progress. The method is developed by simplifying and enhancing 
the Simulator, a transportable equipment set has been constructed and finally an automated 
calibration method has been developed and realized. 

2. Calibration principle with satellite simulator. 
2.1 Single frequency down corlverting satellite simulator 

The transmit frequency F,, of a earth station to a communication satellite (Fig. 2) for Ku- 
band is typical 14 GHz, the receive frequency F,,,, is lower by a fixed amount, the translation 
frequency DF. This DF is for e.g. Intelsat in the USA 2295 MHz, in Europe 1495 MHz. 

A double balanced mixer suitable for these frequency bands can be  used for down conversion 
by feeding the translation frequency D F  into the IF-port (Fig. 3a). When the transmit signal is 
fed into the RF-port then the LO-port contains the frequency difference (F,, - DF), which is 
the receive frequency Fdn. The required power level for D F  at  the IF-port is 3 to 7 dBm. The 
conversion loss between the input signal at the RF-port and the output signal at  the LO-port 
is normally less than 10 dB. 

An antenna connected t o  the RF-port receives the transmitted signal in one polarisation and 
a similar antmna, but with orthogonal polarisation, a t  the LO-port sends the down converted 
signal back to  the main antenna as receive signal. So this device simulates to what a satellite 
transponder does, but now the distance to the antenna is short and known. 

When performing TWSTFT using this Satellite Simulator, in this case receiving the own signal 
back (ranging) (Fig. 4), the round-trip delay is measured from modem through cables, the 
up-converter, the power amplifier, the antenna feed, the distance to the satellite simulator 
(twice), the internal delay of the simulator, and the complete receive equipment path. The 
continued measurement of this sum debay already gives an impression of the instability of the 
equipment, but what we need is the difference between transmit and receive chain. The next 
chapter is a further step towards this. 

2.2 Calibratio~l with a dual frequency dual mixer simulator. 

The translation frcql~ency D F  can be obtained from a second mixer providing D F  as the sum 
frequency of two other frequencies (Fig. 3b). For a reason we will see later, one of these 
frequencies is chosen to be equal to the 70 MHz IF frequency of the used modem. So the 
second freql~mcy should he (DF-70) MHz. However, the output level of the second mixer is 
too low to excite the first mixer, and a wide band amplifier needs power, is active, and has a 



delay to be measured. A solution is to place the R F  and LO ports of the two mixers, as two 
down convertors, in series (Fig. 3c). 

This works similar to the circuit (Fig. 4) of paragraph 2.1 (see Fig. 5): the transmitted signal 
is received back from the simulator, provided that 70 MHz and (DF-70) MHz signals of > 3  
dBm are fed into the IF-ports of the two mixers. The sum DLYl of the transmit and receive 
delays TT(k)+TR(k) can be measured. 

The 70 MHz Cont inl~ol~s  Wave (CW) signal and the 70 MHz Transmit PN modulated signal 
from the modem are then interchanged (Fig. 6). The 70 MHz CW signal is up-converted to 
the transmit frequency F,. The input to the mixers has become a unmodulated CW signal 
of e.g. 14 GHz. But the down conversion now uses a 70 MHz PN modulated signal, so the 
output signal from the satellite simulator is a PN modulated signal as before. Now the sum 
(DLY2) of the 70 MHz Reference Cable from modem TX output to the 70 MHz input of the 
simulator and the receive chain delay TR(k) is measured. 

By using two other cables the delay of the used 70 MHz Reference Cable (DLY.?) can be 
calibrated. Subtraction of DLY3 from DLY2 gives the receive delay TR(k). Subtraction of 
TR(k) from DLYl gives the transmit delay TT(k). If this procedure is followed at  both earth 
stations, and the values exchanged, the needed sum of transmit and receive delay differences 
can be calculated; the internal modem transmit delay sho111d also be measured using a digital 
oscilloscope or  the method described by De  Jong (1989) and the resulting internal delay 
difference should be incorporated in TT(k) and TR(k). 

3. Improvement: dual frequency single mixer simulator 

The siml~lator with two mixers in series works well. However, there are some disadvantages. 
Firstly the asymmetry: the mixer with the 70 MHz port is closer to one of the antennas, 
giving a small delay difference. Secondly, the 70 MHz signal is connected directly to the mixer 
IF-port which can give mismatch and consequently signal reflections leading to a "multi-path" 
effect. Thirdly the total conversion loss is doubled: 15 - 20 dB. Realizing that a rnixer has 
its properties due to its non-linear characteristic, it was realized that a linear addition of two 
signals fed into a non-linear device should produce spectral components at the sum frequency 
as well as the difference frequency. 

For addition of the 70 MHz and the (DF-70) MHz signals we have used a wide band (DC-12 
GHz) resistive power combiner PD (Fig. 7). This device has 3 ports with equal properties and 
delay to the other ports. One disadvantage is the 6 dB insertion loss but the mismatch of the 
mixer IF-port to the cable is also reduced by this decoupling. Good results were obtained. 
The 70 MHz signal level for both the CW and the PN modulated signal should be at  least at  
+8  dBm hefore the power combiner. An amplifier is added in the 70 MHz CW path for this 
purpose. 



3.2 C o ~ l s t r u c t i o ~ l  of the Sate l l i te  S imula to r  

The resistive power combiner is placed in the satellite simulator box together with the mixer 
and the two antennas (Fig. 8). As inexpensive antennas we use two wave guide to coax 
adapters. They work fine, but might give some reflection hack to the antenna dish. 

The plastic material of the box is transparent to the frequencies concerned, so no hole was 
needed for the antennas. A nice symmetric component lay-oot was adopted. Interconnections 
have been made (thanks to Mr. A. Trarbach, NMi Electronics Lab!) with semi-rigid coaxial 
cable and SMA connectors. The internal delay from antenna to antenna is 2 ns and matches 
the delay from the 70 MHz input to both antennas within 0.1 ns. 

4. Portable Satellite Simulator Calibration equipment. 

Two Satellite Simulators were built accordingly. One was placed in front of our fixed TWSTFT 
earth station. The other was used to assemble a portable earth station delay calibrator. This 
was used at several stations during the European TWSTFT Calibration Trip with the USNO 
movable earth station (FAST) in September and Octoher 1994; it was also used to calibrate the 
FAST delays. The equipment was completed with two boxes (see Fig. 5), one containing a 5 
MHz distribution amplifier and a 70 MHz source, both derived from the 5 or 10 MHz reference 
at the station and the other containing the 70 MHz amplifier and a source for (DF-70) MHz, 
which is 1425 MHz for Eorope. This frequency was also phase locked to the 5 MHz reference 
at the stations. It is tunable in 5 MHz steps. When using the same translation frequency 
as in the satellite, the signal from the satellite is also present during calibration. To avoid 
possible interference, the antenna pointing s h o ~ ~ l d  he changed to avoid pointing to the satellite 
or  the source should be tuned to a slightly different translation frequency. Most stations have 
mechanical adjustment for azimuth and elevation, therefore the source was tuned to 1430 MHz. 
The receive frequency for the calihration was now 5 MHz lower than for the satellite. This is 
expected not to give a significant delay difference. Also a set of cahles, up to 100 m length 
was included as well as the power supplies. The total mass was about 30 kg. 

5. Automation of the Calibration 

From TWSTFT experiments it is seen that at integration times greater than 200-300 s the 
Allan Deviation indicates an increase in instability. One of the reasons can be the change 
of the delays in the station equipment. Only if the delays in the transmit and in the receive 
equipment changes by the same amotlnt at the same time, they cancel and do not influence 
the instability. The proposed method with the Satellite Simulator measures the TX and RX 
delays separately. So this method can be used for investigation of the delay changes but also 
to rneasl~re and then correct the data for possible changes. In the latter case the long term 
frequency transfer capability of TWSTFT would also improve. To do this, the calibration has 
to be automated. 

NMi VSL has developed a automated measurement system for all equipment and cables. 
However, with exception of the internal 70 MHz TX and RX modem delays; this modem is in 



a temperature and humidity controlled room and are expected to have the least change. 

The automation should not disturb the correct termination of cables. When a cable carrying a 
signal temporary is not used, it is to he terminated correctly. A solution for this is the use of 
soxalled transfer switches: when a switch is activated the existing path is changed and a second 
path is substituted (Fig. 9). These switches are available in the form of coil-activated coaxial 
switches, relays. These relays are activated from a IEEE-488 bus through a relay adapter. 

Our MITREX 2500 was already made programmable through such a device, and the same 
applies to the setting of the transmit frequency and the receive frequency. The calibration of 
the total delay of the 70 MHz reference path (the 70 MHz CW cable, the amplifier, and even 
the 70 MHz cable to the Satellite Simulator) is also included (Fig. 10). 

5.2 Descr ip t ion  of the measurements (Fig. 10). 
5.2.1. Measurement of t h e  sum of internal TX a n d  RX modem delays. 

Switch the modem into the TESTLOOP Mode. Now the TX output and the RX input of 
the modem are interconnected internally. The average Time Interval Counter (TIC) reading 
is stored as [ l ] .  

5.2.2 Measurement of t h e  70 MHz Reference path. 
5.2.2.1 Determination of sum of the  delay of the  70 MHz TX a n d  the  70 MHz RX 
cable. 
Only the switches A and B are activated. Two ports of the power combiner PC are used to 
interconnect the far ends of the TX and RX cables, the third port is terminated in a termination 
T. The TIC reading is averaged and stored as [4]. 

subs11bsubsect5.2.2.2 Determination of sum of the delay of the 70 MHz CW + amplifier and 
the 70 MHz TX cable. 

Only switches 1, 2,  3, C and A are activated. Two ports of the Power Combiner (PC) are 
used to interconnect the far ends o f the  CW and RX cables, the third port is terminated in a 
termination T. The TIC reading is stored as [ 5 ] .  
5.2.2.3 Determination of sum of t h e  delay of the  70 MHz CW + amplifier and  the  70 
MHz RX cable. 
Only the switches 1, 3, C and B are activated. Two ports of the power combiner PC are used 
to interconnect the far ends of the CW and RX cables, the third port being terminated in a 
termination T. The TIC reading is stored as [ 6 ] .  
5.2.2.4 Determination of sum of the  delay of the  70 MHz CW + amplifier, t he  two 
cables to t h e  Satellite Simulator and t h e  70 MHz RX cable. 
Only the switches 1, D and B are activated. Two ports of the power combiner PC are used to 
interconnect the far end of the CW cable, the two Satellite Simulator cables and RX cables, 
the third port is terminated in a termination T. The two cables to the Satellite Simulator are 



interconnected by a power combiner in the Satellite Simc~lator. The TIC reading is stored as 
[71. 
5.2.2.5 Calculation of the 70 MHz Reference path delay. 
The delay of the 70 MHz CW cable + amplifier is: 0.5([5] - [I]) + ([6] - [I]) - ([4] - [I]) [8] 
The delay of the sum of the two cables to the Satellite Simulator is [7] - [6]; because of the fact 
that the two cables are w-located and of the qame type the delay of one cable is calculated 
by the ratio R of the length of that cable compared to the sum of the lengths of both cables. 
In our case both cables have the same length, so R= 0.5, thus the delay [9] of one cable is: 
0.5([71 - [61). 

The total 70 MHz Reference path (101 is now: [8] + [9] 

5.2.2. Measurement of the sum of all TX and RX delays. 

For this measurement all relays remain in the inactive position. However, the receive frequency 
is lowered by 5 MHz to receive the signal from the Simulator in stead of the signal from the 
satellite (otherwise the antenna s h o ~ ~ l d  be pointed away from any satellite). The reading of the 
TIC is averaged and stored as [2]. 

5.2.3. Measurement of the sum of 70 MHz reference cable and the RX delays. 

Now only switch 1 is activated, so the 70 MHz CW and the 70 MHz TX signals are interchanged. 
The average TIC reading is registered as 131. 

5.2.4 Calculation of the TX and RX delays. 

The RX delay is: ([3] - [I]) - [lo] [I l l  The TX delay is: ([2] - [I]) - [ l l ]  [I21 

5.3 Wiring Delays 

In the calcolations in 4.2 the small and constant delays in the relays, power combiners anti 
associatetl sort wirings were not mentioned, but these small delays of up to 1 ns were measured 
and are used as correction constants in the software. It appears that the length of a signal 
path through a high freqomcy device mostly is a good measure for its delay, the same as for 
coaxial cable: 5 ps for 1 millimeter. 

6. Advantages of incorporation of Calibration sessions in regular 
TWSTFT measurements. 

The Calibration measurements as described in 4.2 can be performed in a calibration session. 
Such a session can precede and follow a TWSTFT session. From the delay change, a rate of 
char:ge can be determined and the results from the TWSTFT sessions can then be corrected 
for that change. 

Changes in cables and equipment are also detected and can be corrected for. Corrections 
could be done also (luring a long period; when both of a pair of TWSTFT stations do this, 



then also the frequency transfer instability of the TWSTFT between them is improved bccause 
of a lower flicker floor. The remaining instn~mentation instability source will then be restricted 
to the instability of the modems and the counters, apart from the reference clocks themselves. 

7. Status and some results at NMi-VSL 

Part of the system was installed and i~sed since July 1994; the Relay system is now also installed 
(nov. '94), except the connections of the relays to the relay interface. Changes to  our  software 
will then be  performed to incorporate the fully automated calibration in a Calibration session. 

Fig. 11 shows the behaviour over about 4 months of our modem when TESTLOOP measure- 
ments are done. Fig. 12 shows results over the same period of Satellite Simulator loop (TX + 
RX delay) measllremmts. Results for the alctomated calibration system will become available 
next year. Also results from calibrations with the portable delay calibrator compared to the 
FAST calibration will be reported later. 

8. Conclusion 

The feasibility of this fully automated delay calibration system for a TWSTFT earth station 
using a special modified Satellite Simulator has been shown. It clearly detects and measures 
delay changes in the TX and RX path separately. It is a suitable and cost-effective tool to 
improve the instability of frequency and time transfer by means of tht: TWSTFT method. 
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The timescale dierenm is given by: 

(TIC reading at 1) 
(TIC reading at 2) 
(Satellite delay differen=) 
[Upldown tiierenm at 1) 
(Upldown tiierence at 2) 
( W R X  difference at 1) 
C W R X  diierenm at 2) 
(Sagnac + sat. movement) 
(Sagnac + sat. movement) 

Figure 1. Two-Way Satellite Time and Frequency Transfer Method 
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Figure 4. Ranging Using a Satell~te Simulator 



Figure 5. (Portable) Satellite Simulator for Measuring 

Figure 6. Satellite Simulator for Measuring TR(k) t Reference Path 
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Figure 10. Automatic Delay Calibration System for TWSTFT Stations 
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Figure 12. VSL RXtTX Delay July - November 1994 
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Abstract 

Current practice is to incorporate general empirical models of the troposphere, which depend 
only on the station height and the elevation of the satellite, in GPS time receivers used for 
common-view time transfer. Comparisons of these models with a semi-empirical model based on 
weather measurements show differences of several nanoseconds. This paper reports on a study of 
tropospheric correction during GPS common-view time transfer over a short baseline of about 700 
km, and three long baselines of 6400 Em, 9000 k m  and 9600 km. It is shown that the use of 
a general empirical model of the troposphere within a region where the climate is similar does 
not aflect time transfer by more than a few hundreds of picoseconds. For the long distance links, 
differences between the use of general empirical model and the use o f a  semi-empirical model reach 
several nanoseconds. 

INTRODUCTION 

Among the improvements open to GPS common-view time transfer is increased accilracy in 
the estimation o f  the tropospheric delay. It has been assi~med until recently that, for satellite 
elevations above 30 , a general empirical model. depending only o n  the station height and 



satellite elevation, is sufficient. However, when carrying out common-view time transfer over 
long distances (9000 km), elevations as low as 20 are unavoidable. Also, different types of 
receivers use different tropospheric models which can differ by a few nanoseconds for angles 
of low elevation[', 21. Progress can be made by implementing recently established standards 
for receiver software which include a common model for estimating signal delays arising from 
tropospheric refractionI3l. 

Recent comparisons of the models ci~rrently used by GPS time receivers with a semi-empirical 
model based on weather measurements show differences of several nanosecondsI4.5~61. This 
discrepancy increases for observations performed in hot and humid regions of the world. 

This paper reports on comparisons of GPS common-view time transfers performed using the 
tropospheric models incorporated in the receivers with transfers performed using a semi- 
empirical model. These comparisons have been carried out for one short baseline of about 700 
km, and three long baselines of about 6400 km, 9000 km and 9600 km. It is shown that the use 
of the general empirical model of the troposphere within a region of similar climate does not 
affect time transfer by more than a few hundreds of picoseconds, while for the intercontinental 
GPS time links, differences between the general empirical model and a semi-empirical model 
reach several nanoseconds. 

TROPOSPHERIC DELAY AND ITS MODELS 

The troposphere is the lower layer of the atmosphere extending from ground level to the base 
of the ionosphere. For radio frequencies, delay due to the troposphere ranges typically from 
about 10 ns for the zenith to about 100 ns for an elevation of 5" : it depends on  the thickness 
of the troposphere and the content of water vapour along the line of sight. Tropospheric delay 
is commonly expressed as the sum of two umponents  'dry' and 'wet'. The 'wet' wmponent is 
due to  water vapour and can reach 15 C/o of the total correction. 

At radio frequencies, unlike optical freqoencies, the troposphere is a non-dispersive medium. 
Thus, the tropospheric delay cannot be estimated from two-frequency measurements as can 
the ionospheric delay. Instead, estimation of the delay relies on the use of one of a number 
of modelsl7l. The 'dry' component can be  accurately estimated from models based on sur- 
face measurements of atmospheric pressure alone. The 'wet' wmponent is more difficult to 
model, since measurements of meteorological conditions at  the antenna site are generally not 
representative of conditions along the line of sight. 

That several tropospheric models have been developed is mainly because of this difficulty 
in modelling the 'wet' wmponent. Usually the delays are evaluated in the zenith direction. 
The zenith corrections are then 'mapped' down to lower angles of elevation using mapping 
functions. Models are either semi-empirical, based on surface measurements of the local 
temperature, atmospheric pressure and relative humidity, or empirical, based on a general 
reference atmosphere requiring only the station height and the angle of elevation to the satellite. 

Of the semi-empirical models, some of the best known have been developed by Hopfield 
and Saastamoinen, and are widely used within the geodetic community. In this paper we use 
as reference a model developed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) for its deep space 



missions1s~ 91. Evaluated against balloon measurements, it was found that this model is able to 
predict the zenith tropospheric delays with an accuracy at the subnanosecond level. 

The tropospheric corrections currently used by the timing community are computed according 
to general empirical models which neglect the contribution due to the 'wet' component. 
Consequently, the errors resulting from these simple models may exceed 3 ns in a one-way range 
delay at 20" angle of elevation. The three models usually implemented are NBSIl", STIIILI 
and STANAG11ZJ. The STANAG model is recommended in recently established standards for 
GPS time receiver software. In previous papers these models have been compared with one 
another and with semi-empirical models. Differences can reach several nanoseconds for low 
elevation angles. 

THE EXPERIMENT 

To illustrate the possible impact on GPS common-view time transfer of the approximate models 
of tropospheric delay used in GPS time receivers, four time laboratories, listed below, were 
chosen. Several criteria contributed to this choice. The basic criterion was the availability of 
meteorological data recorded at the site. Next, two time laboratories had to be located in 
the same climatic zone (BIPM and OCA) and the other laboratories had to be situated as far 
away as possible and in climatic zones as different as possible. This last criterion was the most 
difficult to fi~lfil as can be seen from the table below, which lists the geographical latitl~des of 
the sites. 

Participating time laboratories in this experiment were: 

BIPM, Bureau International des Poids et Mesures, Sivres, France, Lat. = 49 N, H = 

127 m, 

OCA, Observatoire de la C6te d'Azur, Grasse, France, Lat. = 43 N, H = 1322 m, 

USNO, United States Naval Observatory, Washington D.C., U.S.A., Lat. = 39 N, H = 
51 m, 

CRL, C~mmunications Research Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan, Lat. = 36 N, H = 130 m. 

The GPS time receivers operating at the BIPM, the OCA and the CRL used the NBS type 
tropospheric model, and the receiver used at the USNO used the ST1 type tropospheric model. 

Four GPS common-view time links , listed below, were considered. The short baseline link, 
BIPM-OCA, was analysed to see if there is any impact of approximated tropospheric delay on 
GPS common-view time transfer in the same climatic zone. The three long baseline links were 
considered for their climatic differences and low angles tracks. 

BIF'M - OCA, of 700 km, with 32 daily CV possihle, according to Inter. GPS CV Sched. No 20, 
OCA - USNO, of 6400 km, with 18 daily CV possible, according to Inter. GPS CV Sched. No 20, 
OCA - CRL, of 9000 km, with 14 daily CV possihle, according to Inter. GPS CV Sched. No 21, 
USNO - CRL, of 9600 km, with 8 daily CV possihle, according to Inter. GPS CV Sched. No 21. 



The BIPM-OCA link was analysrd in terms of the available meteorological data for 22 aiid 23 
April 1993, and three other links were analysed for 26 August 1993. 

Elevation angles by track and location are given in Figures 1, 5, 9, and 13. For each link, the 
track was computed at both sites using both the simple empirical model in the receiver and 
the JPL semi-empirical model based on surface weather measurements. The results are given 
in Figures 2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 14, and 15. Differences between the two models ranging from 0.4 
ns to 1.1 ns for the short baseline link, and from 1 ns to 6 ns for long baseline links, can he 
observed. Next, the common views between the two sites were computed using the receiver 
and JPL models. The peak to peak differences between the two computations for individual 
common views do not exceed a few hundreds of picoseconds for the short baseline link (Figure 
4) and reach 5 ns for the long distance links (Figures 8, 12, and 16). For two longest long links, 
OCA-CRL and OCA-USNO, a clear bias of a few nanoseconds may be observed. This is so 
because low elevation angles and limited number of common views were available. For the 
shortest of the long distance links, OCA-USNO, large discrepancies in the results may be seen 
(Figore 8). This is due to the large differences in the elevation angles at both sites (Figure 5). 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The use of a standardized tropospheric model in GPS time receivers is essential for 
accurate time comparisons. 

2. For GPS time links within a region of similar climatz, the tise of a simplified standard 
tropospheric model is sufficient for 1 nanosecond accuracy. 

3. For intercontinental GPS time links: c 
ommon views shoiild be performed at the same elevations at each side, the use of a more 
sophisticated model based on surface measurements should be considered and studied more 
closely. 
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FIGURE 1. Elevation angla of each vack on 22-23 April 1993 a1 lhe BIPM and OCA. Thy an lhe 
same within lo. 
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FIGURE 2. Tmwpkric delays according to the P L  and the NBS models at the BIPM on 22-23 
April I993 for each Vack in the dimtion of the OCA. 
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FIGURE 3. Tropospheric delays according lo the JPL and the NBS mdek at the OCA on 22-23 
April 1993 for each track in the direction of the BIPM. 
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FIGURE 4. p[PM Cs clock - OCA Cs clock] as obtained by GPS common v i m  with UIC NBS 
troposphcnc model minus [BIPM Cs clock - OCA Cs clock] as obtained by OPS common vim with 
the SPL tropospheric model for mch track on 22-23 April 1993. 
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FIGURE 5. Elevation angles of each track on 26 August 1993 at the OCA in the direnion of the 
USNO and at the USNO in the -ion of the OCA. 
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FIGURE 6. Trapspheric delays according lo the IPL and the NBS models at the OCA on 26 August 
1993 for each track in the diredon of the USNO. 
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FIGURE 7. Tropospheric delays according to the P L  and the ST1 models at the USNO on 26 Agust 
1993 for each track in the direction of the OCA. 
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the NBS and ST1 lroms~henc modcl, nunus IOC'A Cr clack - LTQUSNO Master Clwkl 3s ob~a~ned 
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FIGURE 9. E l d o n  angles of each track on 26 A u W  1993 a1 lhe OCA in lhe W o n  of the CRL 
and at Ihe CRL in lhe direction of the OCA. 
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FIGURE 10. Tropozpknc &lays aaord~ng lo lhe IPL and lk NRS models al Ulc OCA on 26 
Augua 1993 for each vack en the drrecuon of the CRL 
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FIGURE 11. Tropospheric delays according to the IPL and the NBS models ak h e  CRL on 26 A u w l  
1993 for each track in the direction of the OCA. 
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FIGURE 12. [OCA Cs clock - UTC(CRL)J as obtained by GPS common views with the NBS 
tmpspheiic model minus [OCA Cs clock - UTC(CRL)I as obtained by GPS common views with the 
JPL tropospheric model for each track on 26 August 1993. 



FIGURE: 13. Elevation angles of each track on 26 August 1993 at the USNO in the direction of Lhe 
CRL and at the CRL in the direction O f  the USNO. 
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FIGURE 14. Tropospheric delays according to the JPL and the ST1 models a the USNO on 26 
August 1993 for each track in h e  direction ollhe OCA. 
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FIGURE 15. Tropospheric delays according to the P L  and !he NBS madels at the CRL on 26 ~ugurit 
1993 for each track in the direction of the USNO. 
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FIGURE 16. w C ( U S N 0  Masler Clock) - LJTC(CRL)I as obtained by GPS wmmon views with the 
ST1 and NBS tropospheric model minus w C ( U S N 0  Master Clock - WC(CRL)I as obtained by GPS 
wmmon viw with the JPL Uoposphenc model for each track on 26 August 1993. 



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

MARC WEISS (NIST): I wonder if you did a comparison of the effects of using measurements 
of humidity versus not using measurements of humidity, say, in the more accurate models, like 
the CHEL model? I'm asking this because even if we use the CHEL model, it's easy to use 
it in the receivers; but still, if we have to measure the humidity and have other measurements 
that go into it, that's a lot harder. 

DR. LEWANDOWSKI (BIPM): It was considered to include in the standard format the 
measurement of humidity temperature. But this point was discussed, and finally the majority of 
the involved people decided not to do it, because of this external measurements to the receiver. 

But there is a possibility to add additional columns with these measurements. But this issue 
of measuring meteor conditions comes in laboratories which measure international time links. 
So it's not of concern to many people; it's for those who want to d o  more accurate studies. 

MARC A. WEISS (NIST): So my question is whether you compare using measurements 
versus not using measurements in the tropospheric model. What differences does that produce? 

W. LEWANDOWSKI (BIPM): In measuring and not measuring? It was peak differences 
up to five ns in the intercontinental time links. 

DAVID ALLAN (ALLAN'S TIME): I would like to actually make a comment in regard to 
the melting pot method which the USNO has introduced o r  has used, I think, quite effectively. 
In this case, of course, the satellites are at high elevation angles. And the question is - -  and 
maybe this is really a question of Dr. Winkler - -  one would like to do the same thing that 
has been done with common view, that is, go A to B, B to C, C back t o  A; and you get closure 
around the globe so you can test the around-the-world accuracy. And because of the high 
altitudes that you can achieve in using the melting pot method, it would be interesting to d o  
the same thing, A to B, B to C, and go around the globe and check the closure on that. I 
don't know whether that's been done o r  not. Dr. Winkler, d o  you know? 

W. LEWANDOWSKI (BIPM): Of course, using melting pot and high elevations improves 
the conditions. But again, for very accurate time links, measuring meteor conditions should be 
considered also, for any observations. If you want to go down under one ns. 

At this moment, when we have troubles with receivers, they are noisy at the level of 10 ns, and 
this issuc is not so urgent. But with future receivers, and if we want to go down under one ns, 
it should be gathered. 


